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It Still Runs is the go-to destination for all things cars. From motors to radiators and everything
in between, we've got you covered. Many vehicles come standard with at least a three-year,
36,mile bumper-to-bumper warranty, whichever How to Check Tickets by a License Plate.
Paying a parking ticket has become easier because you can now pay them over the Internet.
You can also check Even if you have changed the engine oil in your car multiple times, there is
always the chance that you The Ford Explorer dash board is designed to protect the
instrumentation and provide convenient location for the passenger air bag. Models up to An
engine's coolant system passes coolant fluid through a series of pipes to collect heat and
radiate it from the radiator. Regularly maintenance Wearing your seat belt when driving or riding
in a vehicle can save your life, but only if you wear it properly. The shoulder belt should go over
Most Popular Articles. Trending Now. More Reads. Ford Explorer Dash Removal The Ford
Explorer dash board is designed to protect the instrumentation and provide convenient location
for the passenger air bag. How to Backflush a Radiator An engine's coolant system passes
coolant fluid through a series of pipes to collect heat and radiate it from the radiator. With the
launch of the redesigned F, Ford broke all of the rules for pickup trucks. From its much-touted
aluminum construction -- shaving about pounds from the old model -- to available
small-displacement twin-turbo V6 engines promising the power of V8s but with better fuel
economy, Ford has shaken things up in a category not known for innovation. The weight-loss
program and high-tech wizardry under the hood pay off with an impressive 17 mpg overall fuel
economy from the 2. The F's 2. Powerwise, you won't miss a V8. In most cases, automotive
warranties are based on the vehicle identification number VIN , and the warranty will be valid
regardless of ownership. The dealership can tell you exactly how much warranty is left. The
Reliability score is based on our latest subscriber survey of Ford F owners. The owner
comments describe problems respondents experienced with this vehicle. Had several inches of
water infiltrate the cab during winter. When it warmed up I could suddenly hear water sloshing
within cab. Truck was with dealer for approximately 10,days for repair. Dealer refused to honor
warranty provisions for loaner car. Dealer attempted to fix but it leaking after dealer repairs.
Rear window leaks after window replaced for a defroster failure. Was not draining. I have to pay
particular attention to drain holes at the bottomof the door to ensure they stay clear of any
detritus". Unable to repair. Design flaw". I have taken it into my Ford dealership and while the
recognize the problem they have not been able to fix". The pan is sitting to low from the roof
allowing water to run over and into the ceiling electrical panel". It doesn't leak but it wont open
at times. Also, in the winter doors wont close. It was in the shop for at least 30 days last year,
and the problem persists to this day. Also one if he welds on the roof broke allowing a water
leak. This may have been caused by the repair team but unsure". Would not open at times or get
stuck. Happened summertime years 16, 17 and Fixed in 18 good so far. Water traveled down
door post and impacted electric panel. The dealership attempted a repair by replacing some of
the parts; however, it still rattles just as before. Dealer removed and installed sealant strip.
However passengers have indicated it may be coming from some other area. I haven't been able
to locate the source. Unable to pin point it". Then replaced entirely fixing the problem. It has
been if for service once already and it is now rattling again". Took it in twice to have it fixed". It
seems to be a known problem with their trucks. It was under warranty and in the shop 3 times.
No one could ever fix it. Our solution was to put a small piece of rag into the door where the
lock loop from the truck frame engaged with the door. Other than this problem, we love the
truck. I haven't looked into the cause. Local Glass Shop re-glued for free. Cabin is not quiet.
Would think that as expensive as this truck was the ride would be quiet". My dealer has tried to
fix it but to no avail. I contacted Ford directly and was told that, yes, they were aware of the
problem in some of the models and did not have a fix for it. This surprises me with all the wind
tunnels and engineers that Ford has. I was basically blown off by Ford Motors. This angers me
as i really like this truck except for the wind noise. Performance is great, ride is great, mileage is
great and". Power or manual windows, locks and latches, tailgate, hatch or trunk, doors or
sliding doors, mirrors, seat controls, safety belts, sunroof, convertible top. Door latch would not
engage and keep door closed when after first opening it of morning or after sitting outside
during the daytime when temperature was below 40 degrees. Dealer would not acknowledge the
fact or resolve. Water got into door after recall work. Door latch broke and could not shut door.
Both cracked entirely from extremely small rock chips". Same for the tailgate lock and latches.
Repairs were made each winter and finally recalled. The lock on the tail gate was replaced two
winters ago and fail again. Not on recall and still don't have any resolution other than replacing
the door lock mechanism for the second time. I had to wait 3 months for Ford corporate to
figure out a fix for the now recalled door lock. Still not sure I trust the door lock. Dealer repaired
it at no cost and told us it was a recall repair. Two day task because of ordering repair parts.
Also, the wiper sprayer would freeze and not spray on some cold mornings. TSB's were

performed for all these issues recently It wasn't dangerous, but it was annoying. Something
seems to be binding it and it will not properly pull back into its retracted position. I had it at the
Ford dealership for 7 weeks while they attempted to replace the sunroof motor 5 times. That's
right, 5 times. Their earlier, half-hearted attempt to fix it failed miserably. Unable to close
completely. Following repair, there was a rattle from sunroof. This seems to be a common
problem with Ford vehicles -- same issue with Ford Fusion. Taking to dealer next month for
repair. Rail seems to be bent. Common problem evidently. Issue resolved at local dealer. It
would still close properly, but that was all the further it would open. Bluetooth , voice control
commands, steering wheel controls, portable music device interface e. Backing up a truck
without the cameras is rough! An error message shows on the screen. Every once and a while it
comes back on, but mostly does not work. The truck does still beep when you are backing up as
you get close to an object, but there is no visual. He is convinced that it is due to the placement
of the camera on the back gate of the truck which is jostled when the gate is slammed closed.
He has not bothered to get it fixed. Left backup sensor beeping radically when nothing was
behind the truck and truck wasn't moving. Truck was in reverse gear and only the left sensor
was registering collision while others weren't". Compared to the Mercedes backup cameras on
the Ford truck are vastly inferior as well". It happens at least once a week. There are constant
delays in the system. We had a new Mustang rental with the new Sync 3 system. Dealer replaces
screen under warranty". I have to turn the vehicle off and back on to let it reset. I also had this
problem in my last ford Focus that has the Sync system". The screen has no pictures it just
goes blue! Sometimes it comes back on but most of the time it takes several days to come back
on, we start the vehicle and boo-ya it is back on! I paid for extended warranty and the dealer
replaced the module. The screen locks up sometimes. Difficult to pair and unpair devices. Not
intuitive. All the USB and electrical outlets do not work". It can not find rural towns, provincial
parks, etc. In addition, you have to pay for updates. Even the voice copmmands don't work on
it". Taking the card out and reinserting it caused the error to go away temporally. Reoccurred
soon after reinserting the SD card. Believed to be a overheating problem, the unit was replaced
under warranty. Takes forever to load information. Charged exorbitant amount to update travel
information. Same issue recurring. Finally we insisted on a new SD card. Also, not always
current on traffic delays. Also voice commands are frustrating at times system doesn't
recognize names of places etc even when taking great effort to speak clearly". It mixes up north
and south, gives ridiculous directions and also the voice responses are sometimes too late to
use! The steering whell controls still worked. Radio was replaced under warranty, all is good.
This occurred after having the AM radio, which was not working, fixed. I have had to use the
console controls instead of the controls on the steering wheel. I ended up having the dealer
perform the update. If you turn up the volume it goes to maximum level on its own. It can no
longer be used, I have to use the knob on the dash to control the volume. Dealer took 4 different
appointments to diagnose and eventually repaired by replacing the steering wheel, but that
didn't work. Was replaced". WHether I am asking for a contact in my directory, trying to get it to
setup the navigation, perform a setting within the vehicle, It never registers properly. I have 2
other vehicles with voice recognition and they work fine. Always coming up with alternate
names that are no where near the request. Have to repeat command several times". Caused
noise and some vibration. Some friends have had the same issue, no recall?? It was covered by
the warranty and was fixed in less than two hours. Sounds like a bearing going out. Ford
dealership says it is spec but keeps getting worse. The engagement mechanism has failed and
been repaired 5 times in the last 2 years. Fortunately I took it into the dealer just before warranty
ran out. It was apparently a major repair as it took over a week to get it done. Sometimes while
at interstate speeds. Front hubs have been replaced three times as well as the front axle.
Problem persists. Vehicle is currently in shop". Seems to be a well documented issue found by
a google search since When I took tech for a ride to show the problem, he told me it was a
known issue going back to and up thru. Also told me that there isn't a re engineered work
around to fix issue. Told me that once serviced, I'd more than likely have to have it serviced
again. Claim that it wouldn't cause any damage or improper functioning". Not exactly sure when
driving I can hear a noise in the wheel. The problem has occurred on numerous occasions for
the past couple of years. The hubs are vacuum actuated, and periodically will not engage or
fully engage or disengage, causing a disconcerting moaning noise that persists after using 4WD
and shifting to 2WD. After vehicle is stopped, turned off and restarted the trouble has abated,
including the last trip to the dealer, so no diagnosis was provided but to replace expensive
parts not covered by now expired warranty. I'm skeptical of dealer repairs anyway, so I have
given up and resigned myself to live with it 'till the wheels fall off. Mostly satisfied with what
was a completely new vehicle in , and one of the first off the assembly line, too. Both front left
and right side were replaced under warranty. Although, only the right side failed the dealer felt it

was important to replace both sides. Dealer repaired. No hassles. My truck was randomly
pulling to the left and right. The dealer said there are new upgraded products that will fix my
issue, involving new air lines 4WD engagement and hubs I am assuming CV joints and axle
shafts. Covered under warranty. They had to redo differential. You must use it once a month or
that will happen is what I was told. So far it is covered under warranty. Since no alarms or
warning lights came on when it happened Ford wasn't able to diagnose or repair the problem.
Replaced sensor. Could only tow with the electric hook up not plugged in". This problem may
have tried to turn off the vehicle. I found a safe spot to turn off this vehicle then restarted after
some time to return to my home. Wheel slip causes throttle reduction but no real brake
application for correction". Was in shop 3 days - Fixed under warranty". We had to take it in to
determine that and get it fixed". Alternator, starter, hybrid battery and related systems, regular
battery, battery cables, engine harness, coil, ignition switch, electronic ignition, distributor or
rotor failure, spark plugs and wires failure. Had 5 warranty repairs, different answer each time,
never fixed correctly, Ford is untrustworthy and the vehicle is unsafe. I have secured the
services of an attorney to use the Lemon Law against Ford". It has never worked since. I took it
to my dealer a couple times but they could never get to it and wanted to set up separate
appointments that I could never work out. I also tried to schedule it along with a recall that was
due, but they ordered the parts for the recall and never got them in. If vehicle was parked for
more than a day, the battery would be completely dead. The truck was still on warrantee and
Ford corrected the problem". If the truck was not driven daily to recharge the battery, the
battery would go dead. Had to disconnect the battery to stop in. This repeated every time I tried
to reconnect battery. Finally had truck towed to nearest dealer. Ford ignored the problem and
never fixed it even though the warranty was still in effect. I recently disabled the feature. Truck
bed light bed switch stopped working. Truck Tailgate will not unlock. There is no sign of impact
on either lamp and this problem has been reported on the F Forum that I subscribe. The dealer
replaced them under warranty and so far the replacements are fine". Issue with speedometer
not displaying correct speed". They don't work. Ford says it's working as designed and won't fix
it. The motors heat up the seats trying to run the fan, and it's hotter than if i just left them off.
There is a TSB, but it didn't resolve the issue. I'm not happy about it but there's nothing i can
do. The lumbar adjustment got stuck in an uncomfortable position. After multiple times to
readjust, I was finally able to get it in a more comfortable position. I was considering taking it to
the dealership, but now just avoid any adjustments. Also, The driver side window would not
open for a about a week. I finally forced it down with my hands while pushing the button and it
finally gave way and has been working since. These issues have lowered my confidence in the
electronics of the truck working properly in the future. Fixed under warranty". When you turn it
on it would blow the fuse. It only worked intermittently. I have yet to replace the drivers side.
Very annoying. Had to wait almost 2 years for replacement parts. If you could get the locks
unfrozen and into the truck, sometimes the door latch wouldn't keep the door closed while
driving. The feature is easy to get used to. But overtime, as it fails, it is a frustrating habit to
break or learn not to rely on. This required 2 visits to dealer to remedy. Final fix was replacing
battery in key fob and reprogramming key fob". Dealer replaced the mechanism free of charge
under warranty". Sometimes when a door did unlock with the fob it would fail to latch when shut
preventing total use of vehicle until latches warmed up". No resolution at this point. The wiring
harness is not protected against attacks from rodents - In my case, squirrels. It could be
connected to the electrical problems that I have had with the truck since I first purchased it.
Supposedly the motor froze. It had to be replaced out of warranty. Antilock system ABS ,
parking brake, master cylinder, calipers, rotors, pulsation or vibration, squeaking, brake failure
or wear. After several visits to the dealer, they finally replaced the computer. Based on
comments I read on the internet from other owners, I concluded that Ford knew about this
problem and should have recalled the truck. The truck was parked on the street. When I started
the engine, the parking brake wouldn't release and the truck wouldn't move. A message
appeared on the instrument panel advising me to take the vehicle immediately to a repair
facility. I was considering calling a tow truck, but decided to see if the system would reset if
turned the key on and off five times. That cleared the alarm. I got going and decided to drive
directly to the local Ford dealer, thinking the repair would be covered under warranty. I pulled
into the dealer's service lane and stopped the engine. I very hostile young service advisor said
he didn't have anyone to help me and I would have to make an appointment for the following
week. I said ok, could I leave the truck and get a loaner. He asked if I had purchased the vehicle
there. I said no and he answered no. The warning light message stayed on over the weekend
and when I brought the truck in for the appointment I got there early since it is first come first
serve at this particular dealership. There electrician looked over the truck for an hour and
reported back that he couldn't find anything wrong. I asked if he saw the message advising me

to take the vehicle in for repair and he said no. I asked the service advisor if he noticed the
warning message and he said he did not recall seeing it. The problem hasn't reoccured. If I do
get another problem, I won't take it to that dealership. Had to have rotors resurfaced twice. For
would not replace them. Several Ford trucks I've owned act the same way. I used to be a
mechanic for Good Year. The old Ford took at least miles before we had to change rotors". Then
at about miles had complete brake job - new rotors and pads. I expected brakes to last longer
then that. I do not tow or haul with my truck. It is a family vacation truck that we can carry many
bags or large luggage, so no serious weight. I am 62 years old and I drive it very easy. Fixed
under warrantee. No further issues. It wasn't until the truck was out of warranty when the dealer
said they needed to be replaced. Even though it was a factory defect, the replacement cost was
not covered. Must have been covered up by the dealer. They would not honor guarantee - it was
certified. Gear selector or linkage, leaks, transmission computer, transmission sensor or
solenoid, clutch adjustment, rough shifting, slipping transmission. The truck would drop out of
gear and would have to be restarted to be able to drive. This took them 8 days without a loaner
vehicle. I was not happy to be without a vehicle that long". Several tries to improve the situation
did not improve the rough shifting. Noise and a clunking sound on down shift. Loud clunking
can be heard and felt through the truck". Had the transmission re-programmed twice by the
dealer under warranty two separate TSBs , but the problem persists. The transmission
computer "learns" my driving habits, starts out fine when new and after re-programming , but
eventually "learns" to shift very harshly when shifting down from 5th to 4th. Sometimes so
harsh I'm afraid the stress will break something in the transmission or driveline. Very unsafe
when on slick roads, and when towing". Looking it up, it indicated that I needed to take my truck
to the dealership. It required the replacement of an "auxs transmission pump", covered by
warranty. The shifting issue went away after the replacement". High engine rev without shifting
then sudden shift. This is a terrible transmission but mostly because of the software. Fords
general lack of service has made it much worse. That solved the problem and has worked
perfectly since then". Apparently not uncommon. Unlike early failures they had the parts and
was covered under warranty". Accessory belts and pulleys, engine computer, engine mounts,
engine knock or ping, oil leaks. The truck had to be towed to the service center. It took three
days to be corrected. The replacement oil pan and gasket subsequently leaked as well. The new
oil pan and gasket are in and I have not yet checked whether it is leaking or not. Rear main
engine seal replaced under warrantee. Wiring harness in drivers seat wore against seat frame
causing electrical short circuit. This was repaired at my expense as the 3 year bummer to
bumper had expired two months earlier. Re-seated under warranty. Has not re-occurred".
Covered by factory warranty within the 5 yr. This may be due to a lack of RTV adhesion. This is
the problem with my vehicle. The leak is very slow and the vehicle is operational. Auto forums
suggest this is a common problem for this vehicle. Will need to closely monitor oil level until
timing chain change at k, when it will be far cheaper to repair. We took it back to the dealer and
they discovered that an oil gasket had not been put on correctly. They replaced it and we
haven't had any further issues. The check engine light is on and I've had it diagnosed by a shop
using a computer code. Since it was a free extra, I do not know what the specific problem is. But
it is affecting my automatic start and I will not be able to pass my annual emissions test..
Problem is with the vent solenoid stuck open on top of the gas tank. This let's take vapors to
get back to the engine to be burned. Dealer replaced the valve and some of the fuel lines under
warranty". Replaced under warranty by Ford". Heading south on Truck bucked and started to
lose power. No response to the throttle I barely got it over to the side of the road before it shut
off. All power lost. Dangerous on a busy interstate. Truck would spin but not start. Called a
wrecker took it to the nearest dealer. They said it was the fuel pump and replaced it. I
experienced the problem, scheduled a replacement of the sensor, and had it repaired at no cost
to me". Code P Dealer service dept found evap blocking valve was bad. Removed gas tank to
replace evap blocking valve. Truck passed IDS test and evap leak test after repair. Returned to
dealer twice for repairs. Fixed on second visit with new sensor installed". Apparently this has
been a problem, as the replacement sensor was improved. Paint fading, chalking, cracking, or
peeling , loose interior and exterior trim or moldings, rust. Looks like sloppy workmanship.
Worried that the sealed section may let rain and water into the dash. Also, we have recurring
problem with the front passenger seat. Vent louvers and right door loose gasket and fastenings
on that door. At least one piece fell off. The Dashboard was deformed at the area where the
defrost vents are located, the dash material de-laminated and raised up. The entire dash had to
be replaced. The dealer replaced it under warranty however the replacement is starting to
exhibit the sane problem. I will say the dealership did a great job but in the back of my mind I
know that major work was done and I'm always thinking I hear rattles and squeaks". It had to be
completely stripped which required both the front and back windows to be removed. I didn't

have a car for 10 days. Ford is going to replace both running boards. Mine was driven thru salt
to the loading dock, thinking I would drive it in the rain and wash the salt off. I didn't and the
frame and all the under attachments started to rust very badly. The dealer supposedly corrected
the problem". Shocks or struts, ball joints, tie rods, wheel bearings, alignment, steering linkage
includes rack and pinion , power steering pumps and hoses, leaks , wheel balance, springs or
torsion bars, bushings, electronic or air suspension. Last shop electronically delayed and
reprogramed steering system. Much better". It was the CV joint needed complete replacing.
Parts were replaced and there has been no problem since. The wheel would kind of stick when
turning, which was kind of scary. It didn't do it all the time Thank God They took care of it right
away when I brought it to their attention. Learned this was a common problem on vehicle". Tires
balanced, some improvement. Summer tires installed, vibration still present, have not
investigated further due to covid. Truck is still driveable, more irritating than anything else.
Muffler, pipes, catalytic converter, exhaust manifold, leaks. I put a code reader on it and it
indicated a problem with the converter. I haven't been able to take it in to get it fixed due to the
virus. It causes my automatic start to become disabled also. They say the clamp is tight and it's
normal. It leaves black carbon on my garage floor each morning and once again is audible. This
is not a designed weep hole, I know about those. It is on almost all F's. Dealer says it's not
fixable yet it's noisy especially on cold startup and leaves carbon on my garage floor. Most F's
actually have rust formation in this area as well due to the liquid coming out of that joint along
with the exhaust gases. Its happened more than once. Even after recall fix, truck ocaisionally
brakes suddenly when passing large truck. Very alarming especially at freeway speed. This
happened on a straight stretch not a curve. Light appeared with less than 25 miles of use.
Factory took over 60 days to make part for repair available to dealer. Compressor was making
noise and not cooling interior". This is an intermittent problem. After a short period of time the
climate control system will start up and work without issues". I took it in to the dealer while
under warranty but problem could not be reproduced by the technician, and recurred after
leaving. Along with that there were some problems with the electronics in the heating system
that would not allow the climate control to engage. The hotter it is outside or colder it is outside
the louder the fan howls! We took it into the dealer and the claimed they cleaned it and it was
okay. It worked okay for 1 week and it started up again. Now that the warranty is out the noise is
BAD! So I suppose it will come out of our pocket". Per a fluke thermometer the temp would
exceed 89 degrees f. The system temp would be set at 68 degrees f". Cruise control, clock,
warning lights, body control module, keyless entry, wiper motor or washer, tire pressure
monitor, interior or exterior lights, horn, gauges, 12V power plug, remote engine start, alarm or
security system. While that is understandable and acceptable, it's been charging for 6 months?
I has only worked 1 time in the last 6 months. Miss-fire happened again. Plugs and coils were
replaced. Reset ECM which fixed issue. Engine rebuild or replacement, cylinder head, head
gasket, turbo or supercharger, timing chain or timing belt. A replacement truck was provided
during covered repairs. Thus problem caused the overheating issue. Engine was in running
high rpm but not in red zone. I do rely on engine breaking a lot less since engine was replaced.
Transmission rebuild or replacement, torque converter, clutch replacement. Turned out to be a
defective torque converter. Parts of it had disintegrated and the entire transmission had to be
flushed out to remove the pieces. As if in neutral". It was "fixed" once and it still slips. I can't
believe how bad the Ford service departments are. I'd never buy a Ford again. They should take
a Honda course in how to treat customers and how to service their vehicles. Radiator, cooling
fan, antifreeze leaks, water pump, thermostat, overheating. This meant we had to take it in and
have it replaced and we were without our truck for several days". Reactivate now to get the
information you were looking for! If you feel you have received this message in error, please
view our customer care FAQs or access your account information here. Sign In. Become a
Member. Remember Me. Not a member? Need further assistance? Please call Member Services
at Unlock Ratings. New Used Ford F Change Vehicle. There are 12 recalls on this vehicle. Learn
More. See All. Owner Satisfaction. Crash and Rollover Tests. Road Test Results. Performance
Performance. Acceleration Acceleration Acceleration tests are conducted on a smooth, flat
pavement straightaway at the track. The time in seconds that a vehicle takes to reach 60 mph
from a standstill with the engine idling. Transmission Transmission Transmission performance
is determined by shifting smoothness, response, shifter action, and clutch actuation for manual
transmissions. Fuel Economy Fuel Economy We perform our own fuel-economy tests,
independent of the government's often-quoted EPA figures and the manufacturers' claims.
Using a precise fuel-flow measuring device spliced into the fuel line, we run two separate
circuits to represent city and highway consumption. CR's Overall Mileage CR's Overall Mileage
CR's overall mileage is a composite of measured fuel usage on a prescribed city course and
highway cruising; and CR's mile test trip of mixed driving, if tested. In recent road tests, we've

discontinued the mile trip test. Braking Braking The braking rating is a composite of wet and dry
stopping distances and pedal feel. Braking distance is from 60 mph, with no wheels locked.
Emergency Handling Emergency Handling Several factors go into the rating, including the
avoidance maneuver speed and confidence, as well as how the vehicle behaves when pushed to
its limit. Ride Ride Our expert judgment of how well the suspension isolates and absorbs road
imperfections and how steady it keeps the body on various road surfaces. Noise Noise Our
expert judgment of the vehicle's interior noise level in everyday driving. Front Seat Comfort
Front Seat Comfort Our judgment of how comfortable the front seat is for drivers of various
heights. Rear Seat Comfort Rear Seat Comfort Our judgment of how comfortable the rear seat is
for two passengers to sit across. Emissions Emissions. Greenhouse Gas Greenhouse Gas The
Greenhouse Gas Rating represents the amount of carbon dioxide the vehicle emits compared to
other vehicles of the same model year. This score from the EPA ranges from 1 worst to 10 best.
Smog Rating Smog Rating The Smog Rating represents the amount of health-damaging and
smog-forming airborne pollutants the vehicle emits compared to other vehicles of the same
model year. Owner Reports. Worse Better. Reliability History Reliability History The reliability
charts are based on responses on hundreds of thousands of vehicles from our latest Annual
Auto Survey. Consumer Reports subscribers reported on any serious problems they had with
their vehicles during the past 12 months that they considered serious because of cost, failure,
safety, or downtime, in any of the trouble spots included in the table below. The results are
presented relative to the average model that year. Extra weight is given to the more serious
areas such as major engine or transmission problems. Based on this data and further analysis,
we predict reliability for the latest year. An X indicates that the vehicle was not manufactured for
a specific year. Engine Major Engine Major Engine rebuild or replacement, cylinder head, head
gasket, turbo or supercharger, timing chain or timing belt. Engine Minor Engine Minor
Accessory belts and pulleys, engine computer, engine mounts, engine knock or ping, oil leaks.
Engine Cooling Engine Cooling Radiator, cooling fan, antifreeze leaks, water pump, thermostat,
overheating. Transmission Major Transmission Major Transmission rebuild or replacement,
torque converter, clutch replacement. Transmission Minor Transmission Minor Gear selector or
linkage, leaks, transmission computer, transmission sensor or solenoid, clutch adjustment,
rough shifting, slipping transmission. View all Reliability. Owner Satisfaction Owner Satisfaction
To learn about satisfaction, CR has collected survey data from our annual survey on more than
half a million vehicles. Our subscribers provide great insights into their satisfaction by
answering one simple question: If they had it to do all over again, would they definitely buy or
lease the same model? In addition, respondents also rate their cars in six categories: driving
experience, comfort, value, styling, audio, and climate systems. Driving Experience Driving
Experience Includes acceleration and handling. Comfort Comfort Includes seats, climate
control, noise, and ride. Value Value Did you get what you wanted relative to the price you paid?
Styling Styling How it looks inside and out. View all Owner Satisfaction. Safety Equipment. ABS
available, standard from ESC standard from Drive Wheels. Coverage varies among versions of
this vehicle. Read more about extended warranties. Body Styles. Transmissions Available.
Engines Available. What Owners Say. I have to pay particular attention to drain holes at the
bottomof the door to ensure they stay clear of any detritus" Bradford A. Design flaw" Wunder R.
I have taken it into my Ford dealership and while the recognize the problem they have not been
able to fix" Anonymous, IL Ford F Lariat 3. The pan is sitting to low from the roof allowing water
to run over and into the ceiling electrical panel" Anonymous, WA Ford F Lariat 5. This may have
been caused by the repair team but unsure" Charles G. It has been if for service once already
and it is now rattling again" Doug S. Doors or sliding doors "The front driver side door hinge
loosened and causing the door to have a half inch open gap. Both cracked entirely from
extremely small rock chips" Barry H. F" Rick S. Compared to the Mercedes backup cameras on
the Ford truck are vastly inferior as well" Robert N. Dealer replaces screen under warranty" K W.
Also voice commands are frustrating at times system doesn't recognize names of places etc
even when taking great effort to speak clearly" Anonymous, FL Ford F Lariat 3. Was replaced"
William R. Have to repeat command several times" William H. Vehicle is currently in shop" Betty
K. Could only tow with the electric hook up not plugged in" Mark D. Wheel slip causes throttle
reduction but no real brake application for correction" Richard H. The truck was still on
warrantee and Ford corrected the problem" Lou B. The dealer replaced them under warranty
and so far the replacements are fine" William B. Fixed under warranty" David F. Dealer replaced
the mechanism free of charge under warranty" S C. Sometimes when a door did unlock with the
fob it would fail to latch when shut preventing total use of vehicle until latches warmed up"
Anonymous, CA Ford F Lariat 5. The old Ford took at least miles before we had to change
rotors" Kristin S. Coolers and lines "The 'orange wrench light came on and the dealer replaced
a coolent pump inside the automatic transmission under warrantee. Very unsafe when on slick

roads, and when towing" Ron F. The shifting issue went away after the replacement" Jim M.
That solved the problem and has worked perfectly since then" John M. Unlike early failures they
had the parts and was covered under warranty" Loren H. Engine computer "Engine control unit
computer would act up intermittently and cause vehicle to stop running" Mark D. Has not
re-occurred" Tim M. Dealer replaced the valve and some of the fuel lines under warranty" David
F. Replaced under warranty by Ford" Justin K. I experienced the problem, scheduled a
replacement of the sensor, and had it repaired at no cost to me" David B. Fixed on second visit
with new sensor installed" David B. Loose exterior trim or moldings "The molding at the base of
the windshield is coming loose. I will say the dealership did a great jo
2010 ford explorer owners manual
frs owners manual
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b but in the back of my mind I know that major work was done and I'm always thinking I hear
rattles and squeaks" William B. The dealer supposedly corrected the problem" B S. Alignment
"Was never good. Much better" S L. Catalytic converter "had to replace" Tillman C. Compressor
was making noise and not cooling interior" Kenneth G. After a short period of time the climate
control system will start up and work without issues" Anonymous, TX Ford F Platinum 3. So I
suppose it will come out of our pocket" Dawn W. The system temp would be set at 68 degrees f"
Doug S. Cylinder head "Gasket leak covered by warranty. Torque converter "Vehicle would
shudder under a load, such as a hill. Antifreeze leaks "The dealer, while repairing the antifreeze
leak, punctured the reserve tank. See All Trouble Spots. Change Vehicle. Ready to Shop Local
Inventory? Select Another Vehicle. More From Consumer Reports. Make a Donation Newsletters
Give a Gift. You no longer have digital access to ratings and reviews.

